
Volunteers Helping Students Thrive

EdConnect Australia continually evaluates and monitors the quality of service delivery and
performance to ensure a measurable difference is made to the communities we support. 

IMPACT STATEMENT 2018

OUR VISION

Every community helping young people to succeed 

ABOUT US

We recruit, train and support skilled volunteers to
provide life-changing mentoring and learning support to
students in the school community

OUR MISSION

To prepare and connect intergenerational volunteers
with disadvantaged or at-risk young people for
educational success and personal wellbeing

We aspire to change lives and reconnect generations,
making communities stronger and more resilient.
Ultimately, we connect volunteers who want to make a
difference within the school community with students who
need extra support and guidance. 



Schools
School life is complex and challenging,
with limited additional resources to
recruit, screen, train and support
volunteers. Australian teachers work
longer hours, have bigger classes than
the global average and our school
systems have some of the most
inequitable funding levels in the OECD*.
These factors contribute to an increase
in workload in our most disadvantaged
schools.

THE NEED

Young people are increasingly struggling in
school. It is increasingly reported that
students are experiencing learning
challenges due to changing family
circumstances, cultural differences, socio-
economic disadvantage and the constant
presence of social media. Almost one in
seven (13.9%) children aged 4 to 17 were
assessed as having mental disorders in
2015, which is equivalent to 560,000
Australian children and adolescents*.

Australia's fastest growing age group is
65 years and older*. Volunteering
provides countless benefits for this age
group - from fostering a sense of
belonging and community connectivity
to maintaining mental and physical
wellbeing. For all generations,
volunteering offers the opportunity to
acquire new skills, interests, networks,
a renewed sense of purpose and
potential pathways for employment.

Students Volunteers

EdConnect Australia brings together three important groups in the local community - Schools, Students and
Volunteers in a model that is mutually beneficial and that positively impacts on the unmet need of each group.



OUR OVERALL IMPACT
Since 2015, EdConnect Australia has provided an annual Social Impact report informing our stakeholders and funders of
the program outcomes. A range of tools are utilised to measure our impact including school and volunteer surveys,
consultations and quarterly data collections by our Liaison Officers.
 
As we offer a unique mentoring program, an independent research consultant was engaged to bridge the gap between
research and practise. Rigorous and comprehensive survey tools help our mentoring program to make stronger
matches, demonstrate outcomes and inform program development.
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Each member school allocates a school

coordinator who reports about the impact  our

volunteers have on their students.

IMPACT ON STUDENTS

EdConnect's program provides assistance to students that would not
otherwise be possible. The program is extremely beneficial. 

-EdConnect School Coordinator

Reduction in
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behavior. 

Improved
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numeracy

Increase in
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school activities 

99% 98%

92%95%

Improved
social
skills

 
 

Improvement 
in self-esteem

99% 99%
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in concentration
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students and the school

98%



Volunteers are surveyed annually to gain insight into our

service delivery as well as how volunteering impacts their lives.

IMPACT ON VOLUNTEERS

Volunteering gives me a great opportunity to contribute to my local
community. Providing positive support to students has made me 

more aware of the many needs of our society. 
-EdConnect Volunteer

volunteering
improves their mental

health & wellbeing

98%

97%
value EdConnect's

assistance connecting
to the schools

93%
 of volunteers felt

more connected to
their community

96%
rate their overall

experience volunteering
with EdConnect as positive

Volunteer experience with EdConnect

Impact on Volunteers

volunteering
helps to develop

new skills

85% 85%
volunteering

enhances physical
health and wellbeing



Member schools are surveyed annually to gain insight into our

program's impact on the students and school community. 

IMPACT ON SCHOOLS

EdConnect is a fantastic program. Our school has been fortunate to
secure amazing volunteers who have helped build 

confidence and resilience in our students. 
-EdConnect Member School

100%

TOP THREE BENEFITS FOR USING EDCONNECT PROGRAMS

Being able to offer one-to-one assistance to
those who need it most

Having a positive, older role model for children to
interact with

Being able to extend those children who have
particular abilities

Member Schools Tell Us

of schools agree that EdConnect
provides useful guidance and support
throughout the school year.

of teachers support the volunteering
program in their school

98%

99%
of schools report that the
program works in their school
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Supported by 

“EdConnect recognises the dedication and care
that each of our volunteers

contribute to help students who may otherwise
fall through the cracks in the education system”.

Gerri Clay - CEO of EdConnect Australia

Join us to help students thrive! 
For more information, CONTACT US today. 

www.EdConnectAustralia.org.au

1800 668 550

facebook.com.EdConnectAustralia
edconnect@edconnect.org.au

Main Office Perth (08) 9444 8646


